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+++   500 mg sulfate. 3/14/80 MP, AP ≡; AG 30 mg meth [-:30] 250 mg [0:00] +150
      at [1:10]; TG 25 mg meth [-:30] 260 210 mg [0:00] +100 mg [2:05 -2:20]
      11:50AM=[0:00]. Consumed over 1/2 hr. absolutely no nausea - develop from
      [1:00] to ~[2:30] to an exceptional +++. Most notable for extraordinary
      Möbius aspect of space around me. There are absolutely no edges that can
      be grasped to orient me into space. Complete inability to conceive of this
      as a drug effect - concept of "500 mg mescaline" meaningless. Not too much
      visual - some excellent churning of air-bubbles in candle - Madrigal music
      [with] eyes-closed gave clear vision of singers, and their location, often
      air - wind. AP out of body a couple of times MP ~2 hrs of excellent tremor
      [with] blanket on floor. Extraordinary responsiveness to single piano
      notes. AG inwards. Start repair ~[6:00] - evening [with] light appetite.
      AP and MP clash. The profound Möbius unprecedented for me. Full +++.

+     200 mg sulfate  2/21/83 ATS, AP; AB ≡ - to challenge the "200mg" level of
      any of the thio (poly) escalines as being, if ± or less, <1 M.U.
      6:07PM=[0:00] AB sl. nausea from [:45] to about (1:30], then gone. ATS
      none. AP slight nausea, then "indolences" from [:45] to ~[2:00]. All ± at
      [1:00] - and acknowledge a certain (+) by [3:00] - into talking - on to
      [5:00] first AP, then ATS. Still + at [6:00] so chronology clearly evident,
      character a bit hazy, some wine, lotsa talk to [10:00] (4AM). No idea it
      was so late. Sleep OK - full tilt next AM. Honest +, all.

++    400 mg sulfate 4/3/83 ATS, AP ≡. 3:20->3:50PM=[0:00] (over 1/2 hour, to
      deter nausea) [:10] aware (=:40) [:35] maybe passed the physical -
      microscopic malaise was there- certainly no nausea. [1:35] full ++ - no
      more [3-4] Watched El Papa. Held sturdy ++ to [8] - Still, it took to
      [12] to sleep. Maybe the protracted administration softened? - maybe -
      still basically cold. not much >++. A bit disappointed! Good erotic -
      little visual or color. Wait for warm weather.


